The MSI Dental Lab uses the **Success Injection system** which drives resin into a closed flask to deliver precise replication of the model. As an alternative to the compression pack technique, injecting **Lucitone 199** Denture Resin under continuous pressure fills all voids completely and compactly, eliminating the need for trail packing. Success Injection System enables you to create a strong, dense prosthesis with superb adaptation to the cast.

---

**Pro-Flex System for Partialis**

A "**Totally Revolutionary**" new way to make flexible appliances!!

The **Pro-flex System** is a totally new way to make partials. It is the first system that combines a laminated, reinforced base material with a heat-cured, flexible overlay resin. This unique combination creates a flexible and comfortable appliance. The technique is a very simple, two-part procedure. First, a vacuum base strengthener is made. Second, an overlay resin is processed to the base using standard flasking techniques. **The Pro-flex System** can be totally modified for flexibility, color and thickness—a great system for making flexible appliances.

---

**Pro-flex Denture Techniques**

A "**Totally Revolutionary**" new way to reline dentures!!

There are many indications for choosing the **Pro-flex System** denture technique. Here are just a few:

1.) Excellent for jumping existing dentures into a soft liner made of vinyl.

2.) Great for patients who have developed allergies to acrylic.

3.) Proflex reline material has shown to pick up little bacteria or fungus due to a unique vinyl closed celled structure. Indicated for patients who have these problems.

For more information on all of the techniques discussed in this brochure, please contact our Sales Department at (517) 373-4277.
**MSI Dental Products**

The MSI Dental Lab uses **Lucitone 199** Denture Resin to produce lifelike shades and aesthetics demanded by dentists and their patients. With **Lucitone 199** Denture Resin, it's simply a matter of high standards, performance and trust. Lucitone 199 delivers, so you can trust your reputation to the most popular denture resin choice available.

---

**Michigan State Industries**

Voice (517) 373-4277  
Fax (517) 373-6697  
Website: www.michigan.gov/msi

---

**Dental Products**

The MSI Dental Lab has been processing high quality dental products for over 10 years!! We use the best methods possible for our customers because we believe that "FIT" is everything. Count on MSI dental lab to help you create the best-fitting denture prostheses possible!!

---

For additional information on our denture products and techniques, please contact our sales department at (517) 373-4277.